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As you begin the early review of planning for the 2019-20 school year, this planning guide 
should be used to guide you, your administrative team, and your School Leadership Team in the 
development and implementation of the Continuous School Improvement Plan (CSIP).  The 
purpose of effective school improvement is to develop strategic goals and actions for 
improvement based on targeted areas identified by longitudinal data analysis, including Root 
Cause Analysis (RCA), and a Comprehensive Needs Assessment (CNA) Protocol. 
 
This Continuous School Improvement Plan planning guide is designed to offer step-by-step 
guidance on the essential components that make up the CSIP process from the initial pre-work 
to the completion and monitoring of action steps.  According to a study conducted by Blase, 
Blase & Philips (2010), high-performing principals create high-performing schools through (1) 
administrative leaders and (2) instructional leadership, known as the Double Helix Model of 
Leadership.  This systems approach to school improvement is why this planning guide is of high 
value.  The sections contained within, provide the user with a comprehensive process that 
when followed, ensures a well-organized and coherently planned document that will drive 
school performance and student achievement. 
 
The School Leadership Team, led by the principal, should complete this planning guide. This 
planning guide reflects cross-divisional collaboration and agreement to school improvement 
conditions and strategies to ensure consistent support between/from the various District 
Leadership Departments. While Assistant Superintendents (Leadership) are working in 
conjunction with various departments, your Assistant Superintendent is the best resource to 
help you complete this form. 

  
It is essential for your work to align with the District Strategic Priorities, Board of Education’s 
Core Beliefs and Commitments, and Henry’s Plan of Action.  
 

District Priorities: 
● Unify Henry County around excellence in public education 
● Strengthen our core business of student learning 
● Ensure a high performing environment for all students 

 
Core Beliefs and Commitments: 

● Core Belief 1 
We believe each student can learn at or above grade level and will have an equal 

opportunity to do so. 
Commitment 
Each student will learn at or above grade level and have an equal opportunity to do so. 

● Core Belief 2 



 

 
 

We believe family and community involvement is critical to student success. 
Commitment 
We will foster connections for families and community to support student learning.  

● Core Belief 3 
We believe all learning environments should be supportive, safe, and secure. 
Commitment 
All school environments will be supportive, safe, and secure.  

● Core Belief 4 
We believe effective teachers and leaders produce excellent results. 
Commitment 
We will recruit, support, retain, and recognize results-driven teachers and leaders. 

 
Timeline 
The following due dates/on-before dates are provided to allow a reasonable amount of time to 
complete the various components of the planning guide.  If you have extenuating 
circumstances, please consult with your respective Assistant Superintendent for flexibility 
options.   Upon final approval, please ensure that you share the final plan with your various 
stakeholder groups (e.g., School Council, community at large, parents, etc.).  Additionally, a 
one-page summary of your CSIP, called Plan On a Page, should be posted on your local school 
website in the “About Us” section for community access.   
 

● Comprehensive Needs Assessment Staff Survey – Complete by May 1 
● Utilize CSIP Handbook to collect and analyze data and determine root causes – 

Complete by June 15 
● CSIP and Title 1 Preliminary Budget Draft #1- Due June 15 – Assistant Superintendent 

will provide ongoing feedback as edits are made and submitted 
● Final Draft of CSIP and Title I Approval - Due July 1. 
● CSIP Share Out- During pre-planning week schools are expected to have CSIPs finalized 

and shared with school staff to contextualize the focus of your school’s work for the 
upcoming year. 

 
PART 1:  Comprehensive Needs Assessment  

● Gather input from your staff by asking all certified employees to complete the 
Comprehensive Needs Assessment Survey (link provided via email).  This task 
must be completed by May 1, 2019. 

● Use your school’s Comprehensive Needs Assessment rubric scores to complete 
this section of the planning guide. 



 

 
 

● You may decide to create groups within your Leadership Team to analyze 
specific sections of your survey results (rubric scores) and complete the 
applicable narrative(s).  Once completed, each group can present their findings 
to the entire Leadership Team for feedback. 
 

 
 
 

Coherent Instructional System: Summarize the coherent instructional system trends and patterns observed by the 
team while completing this section of the report. What are the important trends and patterns that will support the 
identification of student, teacher, and leader needs?   

We examined the effectiveness of our teachers’ ability to plan and deliver engaging, quality instruction; how 
teachers are monitoring students’ progress; and how we can refine the processes we have in place to strengthen 
teaching and learning. (Planning/Delivering Instruction) We began the 2018-19 school year by training our 
teachers on how to effectively use the collaborative planning protocol and how to provide effective positive 
feedback to each other. Teachers, administrators, the PL coach, and Graduation Coach collaborated weekly with 
their common content peers to develop common instructional practices and assessments and analyze data. 
(Monitoring Student Progress) Throughout the 2018-19 school year, teachers participated in administrative data 
talks and had data talks during their collaborative planning meetings. Teachers used common assessments to 
better drive their instructional decision making. HHS continued to build upon the MTSS practices that were 
established to ensure interventions were being implemented with fidelity. Overall these processes have been 
relatively effective and will need clear monitoring and evaluation throughout the 2019-20 school year. 
(Refining the Instructional System) Administrators engaged in daily/weekly collaborative planning meetings with 
the PL coach, Graduation Coach, and common content teachers to reflect on instructional practices and 
assessment data. This was a protected time for administrators to provide feedback and insight into the 
development of innovative instructional practices. For the 2019-20 school year, HHS teachers, instructional 
support, and administrators will delve deeper into rigor, data analysis, and instructional practices.  
 
 

 
 

Effective Leadership System: Summarize the effective leadership system trends and patterns observed by the 
team while completing this section of the report. What are the important trends and patterns that will support the 
identification of student, teacher, and leader needs?  

The Administrative team ensured that time was allocated within the master schedule for common planning by 
department. Additionally, this time is protected in order to focus on collaborative planning, common pacing, 
common assessments, data analysis,  and instructional practices.  Moreover, this scheduled time allows us to 
implement Professional Learning Communities (PLCs).  HHS will continue to be deliberate in ensuring high quality 
instruction is being provided to each student by every teacher in every classroom. By working collaboratively with 
department heads, the administrative team will develop, implement, and monitor processes (i.e.common planning 
protocol, common assessments, assessment analysis/data talk guidance, use of effective intervention and 
remediation strategies) that can reduce the variability in instructional as well as assessment quality across our 



 

 
 

classrooms. The administrative team, department heads, and teachers will continue to ensure the collaborative 
lessons and assessments align with the HTLS and HLPs for the 2019-20 school year.  
 
 
 

 
 

Professional Capacity System: Summarize the professional capacity system trends and patterns observed by the 
team while completing this section of the report. What are the important trends and patterns that will support the 
identification of student, teacher, and leader needs?  
At the end of the 2018-19 school year, a reflection on our achievement data (i.e. Milestones, MAP, Lexile 
Measures, Report cards, discrepancies between final averages and Milestones scores) supports a need for 
continued emphasis on collaboratively planning engaging learning experiences for students; authentically 
assessing students at the rigor and depth of the state standards; and utilizing data from common assessments to 
differentiate instruction and personalize interventions to address students’ needs.  Furthermore, teachers need 
support and guidance from administration on effective assessment analysis in order to make appropriate 
instructional adjustments and intervene with students in a timely manner.  Monitoring of this process will include 
teachers’ use of a common collaborative planning protocol as well as assessment analysis document, agendas for 
each planning and departmental meeting, and the participation of the departmental evaluating administrator 
during the collaborative planning sessions. To surmise, HHS implements a collaborative and on-going process for 
improvement that aligns with the expectations of a PLC. We feel that our strong focus on PLCs during the 2018-19 
school year cultivated our core departments’ abilities to collaboratively plan and analyze data for 
remediation/enrichment and acceleration. For the 2019-20 school year, we are incorporating additional 
departments who will have collaborative planning and the core departments will continue to delve deeper into 
rigor, data analysis, and instructional practices.  
 
 
 

 
 

Family and Community Engagement System: Summarize the family and community engagement system trends 
and patterns observed by the team while completing this section of the report. What are the important trends and 
patterns that will support the identification of student, teacher, and leader needs?  

Parents/guardians need information, education, and resources for working with their children at home.  Many 
parents/guardians  are challenged with understanding the Georgia Standards, CCRPI, and other educational 
jargon.  Based upon this qualitative data, the Hampton Parent Institute (HPI) will be established and will work in 
conjunction with the HHS PTO, counseling department, administration, and Graduation Coach to promote and 
support communication and bridge the gap between parents and educators by providing symposiums to enrich, 
nurture, and provide the best educational experience to our students.  
 
The HPI will utilize the Parent Teacher Association National Standards for Family-School Partnerships: 



 

 
 

Standard 1: Welcoming all families into the school community 
Standard 2: Communicating effectively 
Standard 3: Supporting student success 
Standard 4: Speaking up for every child 
Standard 5: Sharing Power 
Standard 6: Collaborating with Community 
 
 

 
 

Supportive Learning Environment System: Summarize the supportive learning environment system trends and 
patterns observed by the team while completing this section of the report. What are the important trends and 
patterns that will support the identification of student, teacher, and leader needs?  

Before learning can take place within a school, students must have their basic needs of orderliness and safety met. 
Policies and procedures are in place for maintaining order and safety, such as fire drill procedures, emergency 
lockdown procedures, and anti-bullying programs. Additionally, a greater emphasis has been placed on the MTSS 
process within our school. Interventions for Tier II and III have been put in place to institute and implement the 
process in a consistent manner for academics. For example, our Basic Reading and Writing (Read 180) course 
effectively supported our Tier III students by addressing gaps in reading comprehension, academic vocabulary and 
writing skills. Additional supports that we have in place are the use of NewsELA, USATestPrep, Membean, and IXL. 
Moreover, students are offered tutorials before and after school. As it relates to MTSS, behavior, and attendance, 
we have not implemented behavioral interventions aside from the use of chronic discipline plans, which are 
accompanied by a success/behavior contract, and attendance interventions have not gone beyond attendance 
letters and referrals to the counselor and social worker.  For the 2019-20 school year students and teachers will 
take part in a Social/Emotional Learning (SEL) curriculum that will address the trends we see in behavior, 
attendance, and the social/emotional welfare of the Hampton High School community. We will continue to refine 
and improve our MTSS process to address interventions for instruction, behaviors, and attendance.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
PART 2:  Data Analysis 

● Highlight the data in the lists below that you plan to analyze.  You may also add to this 
list. 

● Gather all data before your Leadership Team meeting.  Some data will be provided for 
you by the district. 



 

 
 

● You may want to divide your Leadership Team into groups and ask each group to 
analyze their assigned data and write the applicable narrative below.  Groups can report 
their findings to the entire Leadership Team for feedback. 

 
Student Achievement Data Collected:   

o 2019 Georgia Milestones proficiency levels 
o 2019 Georgia Milestones subgroup performance 
o 2018 CCRPI scores (content mastery, progress, readiness, closing gaps) 
o 2019 MAP scores (fall, winter, spring) 
o Lexile performance (students reading on grade level) 
o Pass/fail rates 
o School-based CFA and CSA results 
o Intervention data  
o Data provided by various software programs 

 

Summarize the student achievement trends and patterns. What are the important trends and patterns that will 
support the identification of student, teacher, and leader needs? 

For the 2018-19 school year we have continued to see an increase in students scoring at the proficient and 
distinguished levels in 6 out of 8 Milestone subjects. Based on the past and present Milestone data, our ESE 
population continues to score at the beginning and developing levels at a higher percentage than their non-ESE 
peers.  We will place a greater emphasis on supporting ESE teachers during collaborative planning and their 
assigned teaching periods to close the achievement gap.  Furthermore, as the assigned administrators do regular 
walk throughs and their TKES evaluations/observations, they will primarily focus on the impact and effectiveness 
of the IRR teacher in the instructional setting.  We have, however, seen an increase in our ESE Lexile scores and 
will continue to ensure best practices and resources are used with a greater fidelity across all instructional 
environments.  Our 2019-2020 Literacy Team is making it a priority to design professional development that 
highlights best practices to support the ESE and regular education population.   

 
 

Demographic Data Collected: 

o Enrollment 
o Race/Ethnicity 
o Gender 
o Gifted 
o Remedial/EIP 
o ESE 
o EL 
o 504 
o Mobility rates 
o Free/Reduced lunch 
o Homeless 



 

 
 

 

 

 

Summarize the demographic trends and patterns. What are the important trends and patterns that will support 
the identification of student, teacher, and leader needs?  

To complete this portion, we examined our 2018-19 enrollment by subgroup, attendance, discipline, and 
graduation rate. Enrollment data revealed that our demographic breakdown is as follows: 59% African American, 
25% white, 11% Hispanic, 3% Multiracial, & 1% Asian/Pacific Islander. Additionally, 15% of our student enrollment 
consists of ESE students, 8% of our students are gifted learners, and 57% of our total population receives 
free/reduced-lunch.  When examining our attendance data, on average students missed 11 days; however, our 
ESE (n = 13) and Section 504 (n = 11) students missed more days than the average student.  Our disciplinary data 
revealed that 46% of our disciplinary referrals were for tardies & skipping class/school. When assigning disciplinary 
consequences, ISS was issued 52% of the time, student or parent conferencing was issued 04% of the time (this 
number is not reflective of the accurate amount of student & parent conferencing that happened as per IC parent 
contact log), and OSS was issued 15% of the time.   Our graduation rate improved from 2017 (86%) to 2018 (92%). 
We are predicting that our graduation rate will improve for 2019, as well.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
School Climate Data Collected: 

o Star Climate rating 
o Star Climate indicator ratings 
o Georgia Health Survey Results (student, personnel, parent) 
o Student attendance data 
o Teacher attendance data 
o Discipline data 
o PBIS data 
o Staff retention 

 

Summarize school performance trends and patterns.  What are the important trends and patterns that will 
support the identification of student, teacher, and leader needs? 

When examining our attendance data, on average students missed 11 days; however, our ESE (n = 13) and Section 
504 (n = 11) students missed more days than the average student. We are also studying the trend of teacher 
absences to see if there are any variables that contribute to the absence; if so, the leadership team would like a 
PLC to study and address these variables. Our goal is the Social Emotional Learning curriculum will assist with the 
attendance of both teachers and students.  Our graduation rate improved from 2017 (86%) to 2018 (92%). We are 
predicting that our graduation rate will improve for 2019, as well. Our disciplinary data revealed that 46% of our 
disciplinary referrals were for tardies & skipping class/school. When assigning disciplinary consequences, ISS was 



 

 
 

issued 52% of the time, student or parent conferencing was issued 04% of the time (this number is not reflective 
of the accurate amount of student & parent conferencing that happened as per IC parent contact log), and OSS 
was issued 15% of the time.   For the 2017-18 school year HHS had a three star school rating, this was a decrease 
from the four star rating from the 2016-17 school year. For the 2019-20 school year HHS will continue to build 
positive collaboration with teacher to teacher, teacher to student, student to student, and school to community. 
HHS and Henry County Schools will continue to put in place more safety and security measures to provide all 
stakeholders with a safe and secure environment. At the conclusion of the 2018-19 school year a reflection on our 
achievement data (i.e. Milestones, MAP, Lexile Measures, Report cards, discrepancies between final averages and 
Milestones scores) supports a need for continued emphasis on collaboratively planning engaging learning 
experiences for students; authentically assessing students at the rigor and depth of the state standards; and 
utilizing data from common assessments to differentiate instruction and personalize interventions to address 
students’ needs.  For the 2019-20 school year HHS will begin to assess the effectiveness of the current MTSS 
measures and revamp in accordance to HCS focus to ensure an emphasis and sound MTSS infrastructure is in 
place. Interventions for Tier II and III have been put in place to institute and implement the process in a consistent 
manner for academics. For example, our Basic Reading and Writing (Read 180) course effectively supported our 
Tier III students by addressing gaps in reading comprehension, academic vocabulary and writing skills. With the 
adoption of the Houghton Mifflin Harcourt resources, we have acquired more Read 180 licenses as well as the 
addition of Math 180.  Additional supports that we have in place are the use of NewsELA, USATestPrep, Membean, 
and IXL. Moreover, students are offered tutorials before and after school. To surmise, it is evident that there are 
areas in which we need to improve. To this end, a concerted effort to build upon our MTSS process to emphasize 
behavior and attendance is needed. Additionally, it is also evident that HHS needs to implement a positive, 
progressive plan for discipline; therefore, effective classroom management and facilitating a positive learning 
environment are non-negotiables for teachers.  HHS for the 2019-20 school year will also continue to focus on the 
social emotional welfare of teachers and students.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PART 3:  Strategic Planning Components for Personalized Learning Schools (Cohorts 15-19)  

● Review the School Readiness Criteria (SRC) document approved through the school 
redesign process, paying particular attention to the Graduate Profile, Core Beliefs, Long-
Term Vision/Student Experience.  

● Next, review the Action Planning/Implementation Roadmap section of the SRC 
document and determine which action steps need to be incorporated into your CSIP.   



 

 
 

o Which action steps will ensure deepening of student agency/ownership of 
learning, and high-level outcomes? 

o Which action steps need to be reconsidered, delayed, or omitted for the 
upcoming year?  

 
PART 4:  Prioritization of Identified Needs and Root Cause Analysis 

● Based on the results of your CNA and data analysis, identify your school’s overarching 
needs. 

● Complete the 5 Why Protocol provided in the appendix to complete a Root Cause 
Analysis. 

● Complete the remaining components of the table below. 
 
 
 
 

Overarching Need How 
severe is 

the need? 
(High, 

Medium, 
Low, 

Unknown) 

Is the need trending 
better or worse 

over time? (Better, 
No Change, Worse, 

Unknown) 

Please identify a root cause. You 
may list more than one root cause.   

Priority 
order 

(Numbe
r 1-10) 

Embed literacy strategies across the 
curriculum  

High Better Lack of understanding by teachers 

Follow Through/School Consistency 

 

2 

Increase Lexile measures High 

 

Better Lack of reading comprehension 
skills by students 

2A 

Increase student achievement 
(Milestones) 

High Better Teachers understandings of the 
rigor and depth of the standards 

Alignment of HTLS and the 
descriptors/domain of Milestones 

 

3 

Effective PLC/collaborative planning High 

 

Better Lack of understanding and guidance 
on effectiveness and efficiency 

(Increase) 

1 

Common assessments aligned to rigor 
of the standards 

High Better Lack of understanding of the rigor 
and depth of the standards 

(Increase) 

1A 

Engage in data talks/assessment 
analysis  

High Better Inconsistent use of the data talk  
protocol 

1B 



 

 
 

(Time) 

Increase student attendance rate 
 

Medium 

High 

No change Lack of engagement and support in 
learning 

Student Apathy/Schedule/SE needs 

3A 

Decrease behavioral 
referrals/hearings 

 

Med/High (Nature of the 
Infraction) 

Inconsistent classroom/School  
cultures 

Social/Emotional Needs 

 

3B 

Increase family/community 
engagement 

Medium Unknown Increase in teacher-parent 
involvement 

Two Way Communication 

Community Involvement 

3C 

Social Emotional Learning: 
Curriculum/Implementation/Follow 

through 

High New Embed into the Goals**Needs to be 
a Focus with complete Follow 

Through 

3D 

 
 
PART 5:  Writing SMART Goals 

● All schools should write three achievement goals based on the results of your Data 
Analysis and Identified Needs. 

● Goals should be written to reflect the percentage of students at the proficient and 
distinguished levels. 

● Make sure goals are Specific, Measurable, Actionable, Relevant, and Time-bound 
● Examples: 

o Increase the percentage of students in grades ___ through ___ scoring proficient 
and above on the 2020 Georgia Milestones End-of-Grade assessment in English 
Language Arts from ___ to ____. 

o Increase the percentage of students in grades ___ through ___ scoring proficient 
and above on the 2020 Georgia Milestones End-of-Grade assessment in 
Mathematics from ___ to ____. 

o Increase the percentage of students reading on or above grade level in __ grade 
from ___ to ___, in ___ grade from ___ to ___, and ____ grade from ___ to ___. 

o Increase the percentage of subgroups meeting CCRPI performance targets from 
___ to ____. 

o Increase the percentage of ___ students (subgroup) scoring proficient or above 
on the 2020 Georgia Milestones End-of-Grade assessment in ____ from ___ to 
____. 



 

 
 

o Increase the percentage of students with a student growth percentile of 41-99 
from ___ to ____. 

o Increase the climate star rating from ___ to ___. 

PART 6:  Identifying Actions, Strategies, and/or Interventions 
● Each goal requires strategic actions, strategies, and/or interventions to accomplish the 

goal. 
● Consider the results of your Comprehensive Needs Assessment and Root Cause Analysis 

as you consider WHAT needs to change and WHY a change is needed. 
● It is recommended that you limit your action steps to 4-6 per goal. 
● Action Step Examples – Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment 

o Implement systematic collaborative planning structures and processes to ensure 
teachers are  planning, developing assessments, and analyzing assessment 
results to guide instruction and improve student outcomes 

o Use formal and informal observation structures to ensure all components of the 
balanced instructional models are evident in all classrooms. 

● Action Step Examples – Balanced Instructional Framework 
o Utilize Henry Units of Study which include instructional strategies and embedded 

core  resources 
o Utilize the balanced models of instruction (can be specific to components 

needing attention at your school or by content area) 
o Implement the balanced literacy framework (can be more specific based on 

school needs) 
● Action Step Examples - Assessment 

o Implement a balanced assessment system to include formative and summative 
assessments aligned to standards to monitor learning and guide instruction 

o Utilize processes, practices, and protocols to collaboratively analyze assessment 
results to inform instruction and plan for remediation and acceleration 

● Action Step Examples – Interventions and Remediation 
o Implement the MTSS process with fidelity to ensure the appropriate 

identification of students, provide interventions, monitor progress, and 
transition students back to Tier 1 in a timely manner. 

o Provide timely, systematic, evidence-based interventions 
o Effectively implement strategies, programs, and resources to include READ 180 

to address the needs of students reading below grade level 
o Effectively implement strategies and resources to include READ 180 to address 

deficiencies in mathematics 



 

 
 

● Action Steps – Acceleration and Enrichment 
o Increase enrollment in accelerated academic opportunities such as Dual 

Enrollment, Honors, and Advanced Placement 
o Increase enrollment in accelerated academic opportunities such as courses for 

high school credit in middle school, accelerated mathematics, etc. 
● Action Steps – Climate and Culture 

o Increase Georgia climate survey participation and results 
o Improve teacher attendance 
o Improve student attendance and tardiness 
o Establish a supportive and well-managed environment conducive to learning by 

decreasing discipline referrals 
o Implement PBIS strategies to address school climate 
o Implement components of Social Emotional Learning through an advisory 

program (Leader in Me, Second Step, etc) 
o Develop structures and opportunities to promote clear and open communication 

between the school and stakeholders 
o Increase the capacity of families to use support strategies at home that will 

enhance academic achievement 

PART 7:  Determining Expected Learning Outcomes of Actions, Strategies, and/or 
Interventions 

● Define what results you plan to achieve by completing each action step.   
● Action steps may have more than one expected learning outcome. 

 
PART 8:  Professional Learning Needed 

● Focus on professional development activities needed to support full implementation of 
the goal.  

● Remember effective professional development includes four components: constructing 
knowledge, transferring knowledge into practice, to practice teaching, and to promote 
reflection. 

 
PART 9: Methods of Monitoring 

● Determine how you will monitor the implementation of each action step. 
● How will you measure the implementation? 
● How often will you inspect what you expect? 

 
 



 

 
 

 
PART 11:  School-Based Implementation and Monitoring 

● Schools will complete a monthly action plan for each goal, which will include specific 
action items aligned to the CSIP. 

● Monthly action plans should be written at the end of each month for the upcoming 
month.   

● It is recommended that teams are created to write and monitor the implementation of 
these monthly action plans. 

● Leadership teams should conduct reviews of the monthly action plans to check for 
alignment to the CSIP and make adjustments as needed. 

 
PART 12: Monitoring and Accountability of District Leadership Team 

● Assistant Superintendents of School Leadership are expected to engage principals in 
progress checks related to progress on the CSIP. 

● District Support Talks will be conducted in August/September and January/February.  
Principals will have the opportunity to share their school improvement work and 
request additional departmental support and resources. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


